ALIANZA UCMX WAS ESTABLISHED THROUGH THE INTEGRATION OF 3 PREEXISTING UC SYSTEMWIDE PROGRAMS

CASA DE CALIFORNIA

INAUGURATED IN 2005

Historical and emblematic property

Headquarters for UC-Education Abroad Program in Mexico

UC-MEXICO INITIATIVE

LAUNCHED IN 2014

Focused research effort to inform public policy and promote academic mobility

UC MEXUS

ESTABLISHED IN 1980

A Systemwide program to Mexico-related research and academic activities

UC MEXUS-CONACYT

DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP

531 PhD STUDENTS SINCE 1998

131 in process

78 Institutions of higher education and/or research in Mexico

Average 25–35 Published research papers/year

70% Working in academia

19% Working in the private sector

8% Working in the public sector

24% BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

24% SOCIAL SCIENCES

11% PHYSICAL SCIENCES

7% HEALTH & MEDICINE

7% HUMANITIES

4% EDUCATION

3% ENGINEERING

2% COMPUTER SCIENCE

2% OTHER

1% ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

1% LAW

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP

312 PhD STUDENTS SINCE 2002

85% COME FROM MEXICAN INSTITUTIONS

76% Have returned to Mexico 2002-2011

89% Working in Academia

5% Working in the private sector

89% Working in academia

25% ENGINEERING

35% BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE

25% PHYSICAL SCIENCES

18% HEALTH & MEDICINE

8% SOCIAL SCIENCES

5% HUMANITIES

1% COMPUTER SCIENCE
**STRENGTHENING RESEARCH & ACADEMIC CAPABILITIES**

Increasing numbers of proposals come from state universities, research centers, and regional field stations throughout the country.

- **12%** UNDERGRAD UC  
- **25%** UNDERGRAD MX  
- **26%** GRADUATE UC  
- **37%** GRADUATE MX

**842** BILATERAL RESEARCH TEAMS

95% Mexico researchers supported come from public universities and institutions

**20 MILLION** Contributed by UC MEXUS and CONACYT

**57.5 MILLION** Contributed by researchers and scholars from other agencies and institutions

**BY ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE**

- **147** NATURAL SCIENCES  
- **66** HEALTH & MEDICINE  
- **44** ENGINEERING  
- **43** PHYSICAL SCIENCES  
- **40** SOCIAL SCIENCES  
- **13** EARTH SCIENCES  
- **12** COMPUTER SCIENCES  
- **11** HUMANITIES

**ADDITIONAL FUNDING LEVERAGED**

The amount of additional funding leveraged by more recently awarded grants is expected to increase to the levels of past years, as they fully complete their projects and apply to other institutions and foundations for support.

**800K**

**2M**

**2.6M**

**3.2M**

**INSTITUTIONS**

In 6 years Additional academic participants involved in grants have come from +100 institutions